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Instruction- Parents are requested to make sure that the child reads and understands             
the story and the related exercises. 
 
 

Lesson - 1 Helping Rohan 
 

( Read this story about Rohan,who loves helping his family.) 
It is a beautiful Sunday morning. Rohan wakes up and brushes his teeth. He bathes and 
wears a fresh set of clothes. Then, he goes to the kitchen. He finds his mother making 
breakfast. 
'Good morning,Rohan!' Mother says. 
'Good morning,Mum!' says Rohan. 'May I help you?' 

 
'Sure,' says Mother. 'Please lay the table for me.' 
Rohan puts the plates,bowls, spoons and cups on the dining table. He loves to help his 
mother. 



 

Rohan sees Grandmother working in the garden. He runs to help her water the plants. He 
uses a small,red watering can to water the plants.He feels happy. 
Then,he sees his father walking down the garden path. He goes to help him. Rohan's father 
has come home from the market. He is carrying many bags. 

 
'Hello, Dad! Let me carry a bag for you,' says Rohan. 



 

'Thanks , Rohan,' says father.' You are very helpful!' 
Mother calls everyone for breakfast. 
 
 

 
NOTE- Exercises to be written in a four line notebook and learnt. 

 
 

1.Difficult Words 
 

1. story                       11. Sure 
2. family.                    12. plates 
3. beautiful.                13. bowls 
4. brushes                  14. spoons 
5. breakfast.               15. dining 
6. fresh.                     16. working 
7. clothes.                  17. watering 
8. bathes.                  18. carrying 
9. kitchen.                  19. feels 
10. wakes.                   20. Making 

 
 

2. Word - Meanings- 
1.beautiful- pretty 
2.breakfast- first meal of the day. 
3.path - a track for walking. 
4.lay the table- to put plates, glasses on the table before a meal. 
5.watering can - a small container with a handle and a spout. 
 
3. Fill in the blanks- 

1. Rohan's mother is making breakfast. 
2. Rohan lays the dining table. 
3. Rohan's grandmother is working in the garden. 
4. Grandmother uses a red watering can. 
5. Father is carrying many bags. 
6. Rohan is a very helpful boy. 

 
 

4. Write true or false- 
1. It was a beautiful Monday morning. False. 
2. Mother lays the table for Rohan. False. 
3. Rohan's mother was making breakfast. True. 
4. Father calls everyone for dinner. False. 
5. Rohan's mother was in the kitchen. True. 

 
 



 

 
 

5. Answer the following questions- 
Q.1 Which day of the week is it? 
A.1 It is a beautiful Sunday morning. 
 
Q.2 What is mother doing in the kitchen? 
A.2 Mother is making breakfast in the kitchen. 
 
Q.3 How does Rohan help mother? 
A.3 Rohan helps mother by laying the table. 
 
Q.4 What does Rohan do for Grandmother? 
A.4 Rohan waters the plants for grandmother. 
 
Q.5 What is Rohan's father carrying? 
A.5 Rohan's father is carrying many bags. 
 
Q.6 What does Rohan do after he wakes up? 
A.6 After Rohan wakes up he brushes his teeth, takes a bath and wears a fresh set of                  
clothes. 
 
6.Very Short Answer Type Questions- 
Note- (Parents are requested to make the child write the answers in his own Words.) 
Q.1 Who has come home from the market? 
Q.2 What did Rohan use for watering the plants? 
Q.3 Why did mother calls everyone? 
 
7. Make Sentence With each of the following words- 

1. family - 
2. mother- 
3. garden- 
4. market - 
5. bag - 

 
8. Quick Recap Test-  
Answer in one word- 

1. Who was in the kitchen?                                                     .…………... 
2. What was the colour of the watering can?                           …………….. 
3. What was Rohan's father carrying?                                     ……………… 
4. Which is the first meal of the day ?                                      …………… 
5. What is a small container with a handle and spout called ? ………………. 

 
Note- Assessment questions can also be framed from inbetween the chapters .  
 

    The end. 


